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1 Introduction

1. The authors of this report are Tom Hird and Bruce Grundy. Tom Hird has a Ph.D. in Economics and 20 years’ experience as a professional Economist. Bruce Grundy has a Ph.D. in Finance and 30 years’ experience in Finance academia and consulting. Our curricula vitae are attached.

1.1 Terms of reference

2. The terms of reference for this report are set out below.

*The ENA requests your opinion on the expected return on the market that covers the following four main components for energy regulatory purposes:*

1. **Conceptual issues surrounding the expected return to the market portfolio (E[Rm])**
   - Explain, by reference to the relevant finance literature, the manner in which E[Rm] and the expected market risk premium (E[MRP]) respectively play a role in asset pricing models.
   - Provide your opinion on whether the E[MRP] can be meaningfully estimated separately from the expected return on the market.

2. **Evidence concerning indicators of the expected return on the market, (E[Rm])**
   - AER practice in the past has been to estimate the forward looking expected return on the market (E[Rm]) over a 10 year period as the 10 year Commonwealth Government bond yield prevailing at the beginning of that period plus a stable (more or less invariant) estimate of the MRP. This MRP estimate has generally been set at 6% but was temporarily increased to 6.5% in early 2009 and then back to 6% in April 2012. The consultant should consider whether the AER’s preferred MRP estimate of 6% can reasonably be construed as being forward-looking.
   - Examine and provide your opinions on the contemporaneous indicators that might estimate (E[Rm]). In this context, please also provide your opinion on the potential to use realised returns on the market as a proxy for E[Rm]. In particular, your opinion on whether there is any published literature or Australian evidence to support the AER’s practice. Consider whether there is any literature or Australian evidence in support of alternative methods for estimating E[Rm].

3. **Determine the best possible method for, and estimate of, the expected return to the market portfolio, (E[Rm])**
The consultant should consider expert materials commissioned by the ENA, where relevant. The report should arrive at a value, or sensible range of values, for the expected return to the market portfolio that is commensurate with prevailing conditions in the market for funds.

The report should also clearly document the methods and data used and the assumptions and adjustments made, including the measurement period for observable market data.

The consultant should identify the elements of their findings that are general in nature and the elements that are specific to arriving at an estimate of \((E[R_m])\) in current market circumstances.

1.2 Summary of conclusions

3. The remainder of this report is set out as follows.
   - Section 2 sets out why it does not make sense to think of estimating the expected market risk premium \((E[MRP])\) independently of estimating the expected return on the market \((E[R_m])\);
   - section 3 explains that there is no suggestion in the finance literature that either \(E[MRP]\) or \(E[R_m]\) are constant through time;
   - section 4 discusses the literature relevant to estimating variations in \(E[R_m]\);
   - section 5 provides our view on the best estimate of \(E[R_m]\) if it is not possible to estimate variations in \(E[R_m]\);
   - section 6 sets out the implications of our analysis for regulatory policy and why this results in different recommendations to those of McKenzie and Partington.

4. We acknowledge that we have read, understood and complied with the Federal Court of Australia’s Practice Note CM 7, Expert Witnesses in Proceedings in the Federal Court of Australia”. We have made all inquiries that we believe are desirable and appropriate to answer the questions put to us. No matters of significance that we regard as relevant have to my knowledge been withheld. We have been provided with a copy of the Federal Court of Australia’s Guidelines for Expert Witnesses in Proceeding in the Federal Court of Australia, and confirm that this report has been prepared in accordance with those Guidelines.
5. We have been assisted in the preparation of this report by Daniel Young and Johanna Hansson from CEG’s Sydney office. However, the opinions set out in this report are our own.

Thomas Nicholas Hird
28 June 2013

Bruce David Grundy
28 June 2013
2 \[E[R_m]\] must be defined before defining MRP

6. Asset pricing models are models of relative risk. The expected return on the market portfolio \(E[R_m]\) is an input into asset pricing models, not an output. The output of the models is an estimate of a particular asset’s required return relative to \(E[R_m]\). For example, in the CAPM, the return on each asset is determined as:

\[
E[R_i] = E[R_{\beta=0}] + \beta_i \cdot (E[R_m] - E[R_{\beta=0}]), \quad \text{Equation 1}
\]

where \(E[R_i]\) is the expected return on the asset, \(E[R_{\beta=0}]\) is the expected required return on a zero beta asset, \(\beta_i\) is the beta for the asset and \(E[R_m]\) is the expected return on the market portfolio.

7. The inputs into this model are \(E[R_{\beta=0}], \beta_i\) and \(E[R_m]\). The above equation could just as easily and correctly be written as:

\[
E[R_i] = \beta_i \cdot E[R_m] + E[R_{\beta=0}] \cdot (1 - \beta_i).
\]

8. \(E[\text{MRP}]\) is not an input into this model – the \(E[\text{MRP}]\) is simply the difference between the value of \(E[R_m]\) and \(E[R_{\beta=0}]\).

9. Contingent on an assumption that \(E[R_m]\) is an invariant value above \(E[R_{\beta=0}]\) one could attempt to estimate the invariant MRP as a means to estimating \(E[R_m]\) from \(E[R_{\beta=0}]\). However, this process superimposes an assumption on the asset pricing model that \(E[\text{MRP}]\) is invariant.

10. The existence of an invariant MRP is in no way an assumption of asset pricing models. Indeed, it is entirely inconsistent with modern asset pricing theory that is focussed on explaining the time varying nature of both \(E[R_m]\) and \(E[\text{MRP}]\) – as is explained in section 3.

2.1 AER previous approach

11. The previous approach for the AER has been to estimate \(E[R_m]\) by adding a fixed premium of 6% (6.5% between mid-2009 and mid-2011) to the prevailing estimate of 10 year CGS yields (observed over a relatively short averaging period of between two weeks and one month) as the proxy for the return on a zero beta asset in the CAPM.

\[
\text{AER estimate of } E[R_m] = E[R_f] + 6\%. \quad \text{Equation 2}
\]

---

12. The effect of this is that $E[R_m]$ has varied one-for-one with movements in the CGS yield. The 10 year CGS yield has, in the last 5 years, been highly unstable and, as noted by the Reserve Bank of Australia (RBA), has recently been at levels below those seen in the last century, and materially below those prevailing throughout the last half century. Consequently, the AER’s estimate of $E[R_m]$ has also been highly unstable and recently at low levels, implying that, since the onset of the GFC, equity capital for the average Australian firm has been cheaper than in prior years.

---

2 24 August 2012, RBA Governor (Glenn Stevens), statement to the House of Representatives Standing Committee, “This ‘flight to safety’ also saw market yields on Australian government debt decline to the lowest levels since Federation”.
3  E[R_m] and E[MRP] are time varying

13. Section 4 reviews the literature on estimation of E[R_m] and E[MRP] (noting that estimating one is equivalent to estimating the other for any given risk free rate estimate).

14. E[R_m] is just the average of required returns across a range of risky assets. Just like in any other market, prices in the market for risky assets are determined by supply and demand. An increase in demand for risky assets will, holding other things constant, raise asset prices and reduce expected returns on those assets. An increase in supply of those assets will, holding other things constant, lower asset prices and increase expected returns on those assets.

15. The same is true for low risk or riskless assets. An increase in demand for low risk assets will, holding other things constant, raise asset prices and reduce expected returns on those assets. An increase in supply of those assets will, holding other things constant, lower asset prices and increase expected returns on those assets.

16. If supply and demand conditions in all asset classes move in 'lock step'\(^3\) then the required return on risky assets E[R_m] and riskless assets E[R_f] will also move in lock step. In this special case, E[MRP] = E[R_m] - E[R_f] will be constant through time.

17. The empirical literature contains no support for a conclusion that E[MRP] is constant. That is, the literature universally fails to find that E[R_m] and E[R_f] move in lock-step.

18. The literature is less than universal on whether these variations are predictable in advance. Most, and in our opinion the highest quality (see section 4), published literature finds that E[R_m] and (equivalently) E[MRP] are predictable. Based on this literature, we believe that the best estimate of E[R_m] at any given time will be achieved by application of the dividend growth model.

19. Nonetheless, a strand of the literature criticises some of the statistical tests used to demonstrate predictability of the E[MRP] and argues that no such predictability exists. However, these papers do not reject a null hypothesis of predictability. Rather, they fail to reject a null of no predictability at the 5% level.

20. This is an important distinction. Rejecting a null hypothesis of no predictability at the 5% level does not mean that the best (most likely) conclusion is that E[MRP] cannot be predicted. Rather, it simply means that, even if the best estimate, based on the data, is that E[MRP] is predictable, we cannot rule out the possibility (with more than 95% confidence) that we have arrived at that best estimate by chance.

\(^3\) That is, a one-for-one movement in the two variables
21. There may in fact be only a 6% chance of observing the relevant data if returns are not predictable, but since that is greater than 5%, such analyses will fail to reject a null of no predictability. This is often poorly and incorrectly expressed as a claim that the paper finds that returns are not predictable. Further, such papers always report results for predictions based on single predictor variables. Required returns in the market for funds are the returns required by investors given all the information they use in analysing an investment, not solely, for example, the firm’s dividend yield.

22. The summary of the literature is provided in section 4, along with advice, based on that literature, on how to best estimate E[MRP]. Nonetheless, we also provide advice on how to best estimate E[R_m] if in fact E[R_m] and E[MRP] could not be predicted. Our conclusion is then that the best estimate of the unconditional E[R_m] would be the historical average return on the market. It should be noted that this is not necessarily equal to the prevailing CGS yield plus the historical average return on the market less the historical average CGS yield (as is the AER practice). Our best estimate of the E[R_m] conditional on the current level of expected inflation would be the historical average real return on the market plus the current expected inflation rate. Our analysis in this regard is set out in section 5.
4 Review of the literature on the predictability of E[R_m] and E[MRP]

23. Predicting the return on the market has long been of interest to financial economists and investors. The literature almost uniformly concludes that the E[MRP] is predictable. Those few papers that do conclude that the E[MRP] is not predictable examine only single predictor variables, rather than the larger set of information actually employed by investors. When the tests that lead to a conclusion of no predictability are repeated using multiple predictors, the null hypothesis of no predictability is rejected.

24. While some research papers are written in terms of predicting the return on the market, many focus on predicting the market risk premium, namely the market return in excess of the required return on a zero beta asset. In fact, one sometimes needs to read a paper quite carefully to find the throw-away sentence that acknowledges that it uses the words “return” and “excess return” interchangeably.

25. French, Schwert and Stambaugh (1987) consider one of the most basic questions in finance: Is the E[MRP] higher when the risk of investing in the market is higher? French, Schwert and Stambaugh derive forecasts at time t of future volatility, \( \delta_{mt} \), from an autoregressive moving average model (ARIMA) of past realized volatility values. The unpredicted component of future realized volatility is \( \sigma_{ut} = \sigma_{mt} - \delta_{mt} \). A regression of the realized MRP (measured as the realised return on the market portfolio, \( R_{mt} \), less the observed required return on a zero beta asset proxied by a government bond yield, \( R_{ft} \)) on the forecasted and unpredicted components of future volatility,

\[
R_{mt} - R_{ft} = \alpha + \beta \delta_{ut} + \gamma \sigma_{ut} + \epsilon_t
\]

yields a positive but insignificant value for \( \beta \) and a significantly negative value for \( \gamma \) with a \( t \)-stat of \(-10\). French, Schwert and Stambaugh interpret their result as establishing that when volatility turns out to be higher than expected, the market updates and increases its forecast of future volatility. Then, given a higher forecast of future market volatility, investors require a higher reward for bearing the increase in the risk inherent in holding the market. The E[MRP] increases and the current price of the market is marked down in response to the increase in the discount rate. A strong negative \( \gamma \) is evidence of a positive relation between \( E[MRP] \) and predicted volatility. The fact that the \( \beta \) coefficient itself is insignificantly positive is because ARIMA-based forecasts of future volatility are a noisy measure of the

---

volatility that investors actually forecast and the resulting errors-in-variables\(^5\) problem biases the $\beta$ coefficient toward zero. The paper’s conclusion is that $E[MRP]$ is not a constant, but instead varies with the risk of the market.

26. Consistent with the conclusion reached by French, Schwert and Stambaugh (1987) many fund managers use volatility forecasts implicit in the prices of options written on broad market indices as their forecast of future market volatility. They do so because option-implied volatility forecasts reflect all the information available to investors in the stock and options markets. These fund managers use a higher value for the $E[MRP]$ when option-implied forecasts of future market volatility are higher. The approach is described in Bishop, Fitzsimmons and Officer (2011).\(^6\)

27. Fama and French\(^7\) (1989) examine the predictability of the $E[MRP]$ on the basis of standard predictor variables such as term spreads, default spreads and yield spreads over horizons of one month, one quarter and one through four years.

$$\sum_{j=1}^{\tau} MRP_{t-j} = \alpha + \sum_{k=1}^{K} \beta_{k} predictor_{k,t} + \epsilon_{t},$$

where $\tau$ is the length of the forecast horizon in months and $k$ indexes the individual predictors. The predictor variables considered are:

- the default spread, $DEF$, being the difference between the yield on a portfolio of corporate bonds and the yield on AAA bonds;
- the term spread, $TERM$, being the difference between the yield on AAA bonds and the one-month t-bill rate; and
- $D/P$, the dividend yield on the market.

28. The 1989 Fama and French paper references a 1986 working paper by Robert Stambaugh (later published as Stambaugh\(^8\) (1999)) that investigates a potential bias in ordinary least-squares that can arise when a predictor variable is autocorrelated (i.e., when its value in one period is correlated with its value in the previous period). Fama and French appropriately correct for this potential bias and conclude that the $E[MRP]$ is inversely related to business conditions. Their abstract reads as follows:

---

\(^5\) The errors in variables problem refers to a well-known bias in estimated regression coefficients if the predictor variables themselves are measured with errors. For example, see Durbin J., Errors in Variables, Review of the International Statistical Institute Vol. 22, No. 1/3 (1954), pp. 23-32.

\(^6\) Bishop, Steven, Michael Fitzsimmons and Bob Officer, 2011, *Adjusting the market risk premium to reflect the global financial crises*, JASSA The Finsia Journal of Applied Finance 1, 8-14.


“Expected returns on common stocks ... contain a term or maturity premium that has a clear business-cycle pattern (low near peaks, high near troughs). Expected returns also contain a risk premium that is related to longer-term aspects of business conditions. The variation through time in this premium is stronger ..., for stocks than for bonds. The general message is that expected returns are lower when economic conditions are strong and higher when conditions are weak.”

29. Fama and French rationalise their conclusion that the E[MRP] is inversely related to business conditions as the outcome of one or both of two economic forces. One is that to the extent income is low when business conditions are poor, a higher expected return on stock is required to induce investors to forgo consumption in order to invest. The other is that to the extent that risk is high when business conditions are poor, investors require a higher reward for bearing that higher risk (i.e., a higher E[MRP] is required).

30. Keim and Stambaugh\(^9\) (1986) investigate the predictability of the E[MRP] on the basis of predictive measures that reflect the level of the stock market. One such measure is the dividend yield on the market. Dividends are sticky and hence dividend yields tend to be high following market declines. For the reasons suggested in Fama and French (1989) and because a market decline will lead to an increase in the leverage of the typical firm, high dividend yields on the market are likely to predict high subsequent values for the E[MRP]. Keim and Stambaugh’s empirical analysis leads them to conclude that higher dividend yields predict higher future values of the E[MRP].

31. The academic consensus that stock returns are predictable was challenged by two influential papers: Welch and Goyal\(^10\) (2008) and Boudoukh, Richardson and Whitelaw (2008)\(^11\). Welch and Goyal (2008) questioned the significance of both in-sample and out-of-sample predictability of the E[MRP] by showing that the results can depend on the length of the investment horizon, the time period examined, the assumed time-series process describing changes in the predictor variables, and the stationarity of the relation between the predictor variables and the E[MRP]. Welch and Goyal show that as the statistical structure imposed on the estimation problem becomes looser, standard errors of estimates become larger and the statistical significance of almost all predictive relations that are based on single predictor variables disappears. Subsequent authors have questioned the approach in Welch


and Goyal by pointing out that if one uses a test of low enough power, one will not be able to reject the null of no predictability. But the failure to reject the null does not mean the acceptance of the null. A 6% probability of observing the level of predictability actually observed under a null of no predictability means that one cannot reject the null at the 5% level however a classical statistician would never say that he has accepted the null. Similarly, an economist, confronted with a classical statistician’s failure to reject a null of no predictability at the 5% level, should not disregard the fact that there is only a 6% chance of observing the level of predictability displayed in the data if in fact there were no predictability. She should then act more like a Bayesian statistician. In reaching her conclusion regarding predictability she would consider what weight she should put on her prior belief regarding predictability given economic models of the relation between the predictor variable and the E[MRP].

32. Although in the title of their paper Welch and Goyal (2008) describe their investigation as comprehensive, Rapach, Strauss and Zhou\(^\text{12}\) (2010) point out that Welch and Goyal limit their analysis to expectations of the MRP based solely on individual predictor variables. In practice investors base their expectations on the simultaneous use of all available information. Using the same statistical analysis as Welch and Goyal use, but instead considering predictions that combine the information in individual predictor variables, Rapach, Strauss and Zhou document the statistical and economically significant\(^\text{13}\) predictability of the E[MRP]. Predictions that combine the information available in standard predictor variables consistently dominate predictions based on the historical average MRP. The implication for a regulator interested in determining the cost of capital is that the historical average MRP is not a good measure of investors’ expectations of the MRP.

33. Dangl and Halling\(^\text{14}\) (2012) focus on what they see as a different flaw in the Welch and Goyal analysis. The failure to impose a structure on the time-varying relation between predictor variables and the E[MRP] means that Welch and Goyal are unable to reject the null of no predictability. Dangl and Halling explicitly model the time-varying relation and thereby document statistically significant predictability of the E[MRP]. Echoing the results in Fama and French (1989), Dangl and Halling document that the relation between the E[MRP] and predictor variables, such as interest rates, spreads and yields, varies across the business cycle.


\(^{13}\) A relationship is statistically significant if we can be confident its presence in the data is not purely by chance. It is economically significant to the extent that the relationship is ‘material’ in some sense. For example, it is conceivable that a particular variable has a statistically significant role in explaining returns but that the magnitude of the role is so small as to be economically uninteresting.

34. Henkel, Martin and Nardari\textsuperscript{15} (2011) also conclude that the predictability of the MRP based on dividend yields and the interest rates varies across the business cycle and is statistically significant and economically important during contractions. Henkel, Martin and Nardari conclude that the E[MRP] is higher during contractions than expansions in the US and in all G7 countries except Germany.

35. Campbell and Thompson\textsuperscript{16} (2008) explicitly address the question of whether anything beats the historical average value of the MRP in predicting the future value of the MRP. Campbell and Thompson argue that researchers and investors have more knowledge than simply the historical data and the statistical relations therein. There are fundamental economic relations that must also be considered. For example, the E[MRP] is the reward for bearing market risk and this reward must be positive not negative. The predictive relation between any predictor variable and the E[MRP] must be constrained to be such that the E[MRP] is never negative. Campbell and Thompson show that once even such a weak restriction as a positive value for the E[MRP] is placed on the statistical analysis, they are able to answer their question with a resounding “Yes”. Simply imposing the economic prediction that the expected MRP is positive on the Welch and Goyal analysis gives the result that both the monthly and annual E[MRP] are predictable on the basis of each of the dividend yield on the market, the market’s earnings yield, short-term government bond rates, long-term government bond rates, and the term spread. Campbell and Thompson also show that predictions of the MRP from even simple variants of a dividend growth model strongly dominate predictions based on the historical average MRP. Again, the implication for a regulator interested in determining the cost of capital is that the historical average MRP is not a good measure of investors’ E[MRP].

36. The second paper which caused some initial reconsideration of predictability is Boudoukh, Richardson and Whitelaw (2008). The title of the paper appears to characterise long-horizon predictability as a myth, however the paper actually characterises the claim that the MRP is more predictable over longer horizons than it is over short horizons as a myth. Boudoukh, Richardson and Whitelaw (2008, p. 1601) conclude that “stronger long-horizon results ..., present little, if any, independent evidence over and above the short-horizon results for persistent regressors.”\textsuperscript{17} These authors do not conclude that there is no evidence of predictability. Rather, they conclude that long-horizon analysis gives little independent evidence of predictability.


37. Boudoukh, Richardson and Whitelaw focus on the use of dividend yields as a predictor of the E[MRP] and are careful to recognize that the current aggregate value of all currently existing shares (i.e., the current value of the stock market) is the present value of all future net distributions to shareholders in existing firms, namely dividends plus share repurchases in excess of amounts invested by shareholders in secondary share issues by existing firms. Dividends plus repurchases in excess of new issues constitute the net payout to current investors. Investors do not ignore repurchases and new issues, and empirical investigations of the predictability of the E[MRP] based on dividend yields must be careful not to overlook the role of share purchases and new issues. Although a reading of only the abstract of Boudoukh, Richardson and Whitelaw (2008) might lead one to conclude that these authors were unable to reject a null of no predictability, in fact, Boudoukh, Richardson and Whitelaw report that one can reject a null of no predictability (with a p value of less than 1%) if the net payout yield on the market is used as the predictor variable. It is worth noting that when Keim and Stambaugh (1986), Fama and French (1989), Cochrane\(^{18}\) (2008) and Campbell and Thompson (2008) conclude that the E[MRP] is predictable on the basis of the dividend yield on the market, these researchers all used appropriately-specified measures of the dividend yield on the market (i.e., that appropriately take account of the role of share purchases and new issues).

38. Cochrane (2008) argues that long-horizon results do present independent evidence of the predictability of the MRP over and above and above that provided by short-horizon results even with persistent regressors. This disagreement with Boudoukh, Richardson and Whitelaw (2008) is beside the point if one is interested in the simpler question of whether the E[MRP] is predictable. Both Cochrane (2008) and Boudoukh, Richardson and Whitelaw (2008) conclude that the E[MRP] is predictable when the net payout yield is used as the predictor variable.

39. An important contribution of Cochrane (2008) is its analysis of how to predict the E[MRP]. Cochrane considers as his starting point the simplest variant of a dividend growth model that links the value of the stock market, \(M\), to the dividends to be paid on the market over the coming year, \(D\); the expected annual future dividend growth rate, \(g\); and the expected return on the market, \(k\). The present value relation links these variables as:

\[
M = \frac{D}{k - g}.
\]

The value of the market can be approximated as the present value of a growing perpetuity of future dividends. This variant of a Dividend Growth Model (DGM) can be rewritten as:

\[ \frac{D}{M} = k - g. \quad \text{Equation 3} \]

40. Cochrane observes that if the expected return on the market is not in fact predictable (i.e., the \( k \) term is a constant) then all variation in the dividend yield on the market (i.e., all variation in \( D/M \)) must be due to variation in \( g \); i.e., due to variation in the expected future growth rate of dividends on the market. But as Cochrane (2008) documents, future dividend growth rates are not predictable on the basis of standard economic predictors like interest rates, the term spread, credit spreads, etc., and hence conditional on these measures the expected growth rate \( g \) is a constant. Yet if both \( k \) and \( g \) (the two terms on the right-hand-side of (3)) are constants, then the left-hand-side of (3) must also be a constant. The left-hand-side of (3) is the dividend yield on the market and that is simply not constant—it varies inversely with the level of the market. Hence if \( g \) is a constant, the observed variation in market dividend yields must be due to variation in the required return on the market, \( k \). Investors’ required return on the market must vary directly with the market dividend yield—when the market dividend yield is high, investors’ required return on the market must be similarly high. Cochrane explores the implications of this observation and concludes that the null hypothesis that the \( E[MRP] \) is a constant and that the observed variation in market dividends yields can be explained by the variation in expected dividend growth rates can be rejected at the 1-2% level.

41. Cochrane’s analysis is not in fact complete enough to rule out the possibility that the \( E[MRP] \) is a constant if variation in market dividend yields is in fact appropriately explained by variation in expected future dividend growth given information that investors have that goes beyond simply the set of standard economic predictors examined by Cochrane. Li, Ng and Swaminathan\(^{19}\) (2013) use better informed estimates of dividend growth (based on analyst forecasts) which allow a more stringent test of the predictability of the \( E[MRP] \) than Cochrane\(^{20}\) and strongly

---

\(^{19}\) Li, Yan, David Ng, and Bhaskaran Swaminathan, 2013, Predicting market returns using aggregate implied cost of capital, Journal of Financial Economics forthcoming.  

\(^{20}\) That is, the authors take into account more potential economic predictors than examined by Cochrane but still find that required returns vary over time and can be predicted. They implement a DGM model that allows dividend growth \( g \) forecasts to move around. The \( g \) input using in to the DGM model analysed by Li, Ng and Swaminathan reflects analysts’ forecasts of growth over the immediate coming years followed by a number of years during which growth moves toward the long-run equilibrium level. Analysts’ forecasts better represent the information that investors actually have. Using these more
reject a null that the $E[MRP]$ is constant. Li, Ng and Swaminathan (2013) show that the $E[MRP]$ implied by a dividend growth model strongly outperforms the historical average MRP as a predictor of the future realized MRP.

42. Li, Ng and Swaminathan (2013) consider the general form of the dividend growth model in which the growth rate of dividends is not assumed to be the same in every future year.

$$M_t = \sum_{i=1}^{\infty} \frac{D_i \prod_{j=1}^{i} (1 + g_{i+j})}{k},$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 4}

where $M_t$ is the ex-dividend value of the firm at time $t$, $D_t$ is the net payout on the firm (dividends plus repurchases less new issues) in the period prior to time $t$, $g_{i+1}$ denotes investor expectations of the growth rate of the net payout on the firm in the period after time $t$, $g_{i+2}$ is the expected growth rate in the following period, etc. The expected growth rate in the initial years after time $t$ is based on an average of analysts’ forecasts of earnings growth and payout ratios for the firm during those years. Analysts use all the information available to them, not just a limited set of standard economic predictors. Forecasts of growth rates beyond 15 years are based on long-run GDP growth rates (reflecting both productivity growth and population growth). Forecasts of growth rates taper smoothly from the final analyst forecast for the specific firm to the common economy-wide growth rate.

43. Solving equation (4) for the discount rate used by investors when determining the value they place on each particular firm and averaging across all firms gives the $E[R_m]$. Subtracting the required return on a zero beta asset gives a direct measure of the $E[MRP]$ implied by market prices. Li, Ng and Swaminathan show that the implied $E[MRP]$ is a strong predictor of the subsequent realised MRP with adjusted $R^2$ values ranging between 7% at a 1-year horizon and 31% at a 4-year horizon. In establishing the statistical significance of the implied $E[MRP]$ as a predictor of the future MRP the authors control for the potential statistical biases identified in Stambaugh (1999), Welch and Goyal (2008), and Boudoukh, Richardson and Whitelaw (2008). Li, Ng and Swaminathan’s results provide strong evidence that:

- The MRP is predictable;
- the realised MRP is positively related to the $E[MRP]$ implied from a dividend growth model;

credible measures of investors’ forecasts of $g$, Li, Ng and Swaminathan estimate the required return and find that it is not a constant. The Li, Ng and Swaminathan estimates of required returns, being estimates of the return that investors require from investing in the market, turn out to be good predictors of the future realized return on the market.
- the dividend growth model implied $E[MRP]$ is a better predictor of the future realised MRP than are standard predictor variables such as dividend yields, interest rates, and spreads; and
- the dividend growth model implied $E[MRP]$ is a better predictor of the future realised MRP than the historical average value of the realized MRP.

44. The above papers on the predictability of the $E[MRP]$ all consider non-Australian data. Although a number of published papers, most notably Brailsford, Handley and Maheswaran (2008 and 2012)\textsuperscript{21} have examined the history of the MRP in Australia, to our knowledge only one published paper has empirically examined whether the $E[MRP]$ for the Australian market is predictable. Bishop, Fitzsimmons and Officer (2011) examine the link between the MRP and the 90-day historical standard deviation over 1980-2009 and reach the same conclusion as French, Schwert and Stambaugh (1987) in their analysis of US data, namely that the $E[MRP]$ is higher when the market is more volatile. Bishop, Fitzsimmons and Officer (2011)\textsuperscript{22} conclude that “the significant effect of the GFC on risk and risk premiums .... warrant a departure from the use of the long-term average MRP for valuation related decisions.”

45. Reports written in a regulatory context have examined the $E[Rm]$ and the $E[MRP]$ for the Australian equity market. Gregory (2012)\textsuperscript{23} applies the analysis in Fama and French (2002) to estimate the historical, not the current, value of the real $E[Rm]$. Assuming a constant expected growth rate of future real dividends, the long run real percentage capital gain will equal the long run real growth in dividends. Applying a DGM model that reflects this assumption Gregory estimates the historical value of the real $E[Rm]$ for the period 1958-2011 at 8.14%. Hathaway (2012)\textsuperscript{24} uses a DGM analysis to estimate the forward-looking nominal $E[Rm]$ on the Australian equity market at the end of 2011 at 13.3%. Relative to contemporaneous 10-year CGS yields this implies an estimate of the forward-looking $E[MRP]$ relative to 10-year CGS yields of 9.6% at the end of 2011.


\textsuperscript{23} Gregory, A. (2012), The AER Approach to Establishing the Cost of Equity – Analysis of the Method Used to Establish the Risk Free Rate and the Market Risk Premium, prepared by Alan Gregory, Professor of Corporate Finance, Xfi Centre, University of Exeter, November 2012.

Advice on estimating $E[R_m]$ if $E[R_m]$ is not predictable

46. The academic state of the art in determining the $E[MRP]$ is to use the current level of the market in conjunction with a dividend growth model to determine the implied discount rate used by investors. This implied level of the $E[R_m]$, also known as the implied market cost of capital, reflects all the information available to investors, including the historical level of the MRP. The $E[MRP]$ is then simply the implied $E[R_m]$ less the current level of the required return on a zero beta asset (i.e., the risk free rate in the CAPM).

47. Despite this it is worth considering the question of how a regulator seeking to determine the cost of equity might do so if they were to conclude that the extant academic analysis was too intricate to be successfully implemented in a regulatory regime and they further believed that the determination of the $E[R_m]$ on the basis of the DGM model implemented by US regulators was an as yet unproven basis for determining the cost of equity.

48. Assume that the regulator will determine the cost of capital of firm $i$ with an estimated beta of $\beta_i$ from the Sharpe-Linter CAPM as a weighted average of the expected return on zero beta assets and the expected return on assets with an equity beta of 1.0, with the weight reflecting asset $i$'s estimated beta.

$$k^\epsilon_i = (1 - \beta_i) \times E(\text{return on zero beta assets}) + \beta_i \times E(R_m).$$

49. Assuming that a default-free security is used as the proxy for a zero beta asset we can write:

$$k^\epsilon_i = (1 - \beta_i) \times R_f + \beta_i \times E(R_m); \text{ i.e., } k^\epsilon_i = R_f + \beta_i(E(R_m) - R_f),$$

where $R_f$ is the yield to maturity on a default free bond.

50. Suppose a regulator were to conclude that despite the academic papers documenting that the $E[MRP]$ is predictable, it was preferable to estimate the $E[R_m]$ on the market as the sum of the current required return on a zero beta asset, proxied by CGS yields, and the historical average MRP. If the regulator were to repeat whatever set of tests led them to fail to reject a null of no predictability of the $E[MRP]$, they would very likely find that they would also fail to reject a null of no predictability of either the nominal or the real $E[R_m]$. Such a regulator could then, just as validly, estimate the unconditional $E[R_m]$ as the historical average return on the market, and the $E[R_m]$ conditional on the current expected inflation rate as the historical average real return on the market plus the current expected inflation rate.
How should the regulator choose between apparently equally valid alternatives? Should the regulator estimate the $E[R_m]$ on the market as the sum of the current required return on a zero beta asset as proxied by CGS yields plus the historical average realised market excess return relative to the then prevailing CGS yields? Or should the regulator estimate either (a) the unconditional $E[R_m]$ as the historical average return on the market, or (b) the $E[R_m]$ conditional on the current expected inflation rate as the historical average real return on the market plus the current expected inflation rate? The answer lies in whether the regulator has certainty that its proxy for the zero beta asset in the CAPM really is an asset whose return is equal to the return on an asset with zero beta risk for investors holding the market portfolio – both at the moment and throughout the entire history used to estimate the historical average realised market excess return relative to then prevailing CGS yields.

The CAPM requires as an input the expected return on a zero beta asset. It seems natural to take a long dated default-free bond as an exemplar of a zero beta asset. But if the investment horizon under consideration is not the same as the life of the long-dated bond it is well understood that long-dated default free bonds can have non-zero beta over the investment horizon (see Davis (2005) and Campbell, Sunderam and Viceira (2013)). This reflects the fact that the prices of such bonds vary through time with changes in liquidity premia and in market interest rates reflecting changes in, say, inflation expectations and inflation risk premia. This means that the price of Government bonds can, and does, vary over time with variations in the market portfolio: the expectation of which drives the investors’ expected forward looking beta for Government bonds.

Campbell, Sunderam and Viceira (2013) conclude that in recent years long-term US government bonds have had a negative beta, while their beta was positive in the 1970s and 1980s. Davis (2005) examines Australian data for the period December 1979 through February 2004 and concludes in the paper’s abstract that CGS bond betas “are subject to time series variation and over the past few years the pre-existing positive correlation between bond and stock returns appears to have disappeared.” This recent diminution in CGS betas has continued and the measured betas for CGS has been negative since early last decade and, since the global financial crisis (GFC), have been at unprecedentedly negative levels. A similar pattern has existed for US and UK government bonds (see figure 7, Campbell et al. (2009)).

---


54. Betas for nominal CGS will tend to be negative when an important dynamic in financial markets is a flight from risk to safety. In such a dynamic when there is bad economic news (or heightened risk aversion) investors sell risky assets (such as equities) and buy low risk assets (such as Government bonds). The opposite happens when there is good economic news. The effect of this is that equity and bond prices tend to move in the opposite direction (i.e., the beta for Government bonds is negative). In this dynamic, Government bonds will have negative CAPM risk because holding Government bonds in an investor’s portfolio actively offsets equity market risk.

55. Estimating the expected return on the market as the prevailing CGS yield plus the historical difference between the average market return and average CGS yields introduces an unnecessary and potentially material source of bias. Estimating a historical average realised MRP relative to historical average CGS yields and then adding this to the prevailing CGS yield implicitly makes the assumption that any errors in the use of CGS as a proxy for the zero beta CAPM asset are the same in history as they are right now. If this is the case the errors cancel out. But if the beta of CGS varies through time, then the error is not the same through time and does not cancel out.

56. The quality of long dated Government bonds as a proxy for the zero beta CAPM asset varies materially through time. Adding an historical average realised market excess return (measured relative to historical average CGS yields) to prevailing CGS yields creates a mismatch if the historical average market conditions affecting CGS are different to the current market conditions. This mismatch can be avoided entirely by simply estimating the historical average return on the market.

57. While this is a general problem with such an approach, it is also a problem that is likely to be particularly acute at the moment. The evidence in the literature, and as updated by CEG, suggests that the historical MRP is estimated over a period when the betas of CGS bonds were positive. \(^{28}\) Currently CGS bonds have a negative beta, and so if one is applying the CAPM consistently, their yield can be expected to be lower to reflect their negative beta risk. One cannot add the average return on the market in excess of the average return on a positive beta asset to the yield on a negative beta asset to obtain an estimate of the current return on the market. Doing so will produce a downward biased estimate of the current expected return on the market. The errors in these two different proxies for zero beta returns will not be the same and will not cancel out.

58. The apparently equally valid methods for determining the current expected return on the market are not in fact equally valid. The historical average return on the market will yield an unbiased estimate of the unconditional \(E[R_m]\). Adding the current expected inflation rate to the historical average real return on the market

\(^{28}\) See section 5 of CEG, Estimating \(E[R_m]\): in the context of recent regulatory debate, June 2013.
will yield an unbiased estimate of the $E[R_m]$ conditional on the current expected inflation rate. But adding the historical average return on the market in excess of the historical average return on a positive beta asset to the current low yield on what is currently a negative beta asset will give a downward biased estimate of the return on the market.
6 Implication of this report’s analysis for regulatory policy

59. Based on the published literature:

- The evidence is compelling that $E[R_m]$ and $E[MRP]$ vary through time in a manner that can be predicted;
- Ultimately, the use of a DGM model is the only reliable way of synthesising all of the disparate possible influences on $E[R_m]$ and $E[MRP]$.

60. As noted in section 4 of the CEG companion report,\(^{29}\) by Tom Hird which Bruce Grundy has read, the Strategic Finance Group (SFG) DGM estimate for $E[R_m]$ over the second half of 2012 was 11.0%.\(^{30}\) This is the discount rate used by investors to discount future cash dividends. This does not include any assumed value to investors from imputation credits. If this was scaled up to include the value of imputation credits implicit in regulatory precedent it would be 12.2%.\(^{31}\)

61. McKenzie and Partington\(^{32}\) do not undertake a detailed examination of the literature reviewed in section 4. Rather they state only that they:

“... do not consider the use of predictive models of return based on dividend yield, even though distinguished researchers have (such as Fama and French, 1988). Spurious regression can be a problem here and researchers, such as .... Goyal and Welch (2003), find little evidence of predictive ability in such regressions. In our opinion, this is still a developing area of research, rather than a well developed practical tool, although its importance is growing (see Cochrane 2011).”

As set out in section 4 a detailed examination of the literature on predictability shows that papers like Goyal and Welch\(^{33}\) (2003) – a precursor to Welch and Goyal


\(^{30}\) See table 4 of SFG, Dividend discount model estimates of the cost of equity prepared for the Energy Networks Association by SFG Consulting, June 2013.

\(^{31}\) See table 2 of Appendix 2 of SFG, Dividend discount model estimates of the cost of equity prepared for the Energy Networks Association by SFG Consulting, June 2013. For a gamma of 0.25 an 11.0% return exclusive of imputation credits rises to 12.2% inclusive of imputation credits.
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(2008) discussed in section 4 - cannot be characterized as establishing that there is little evidence of predictability.

62. McKenzie and Partington’s conclusion on whether \( E[R_m] \) can be reliably predicted is that:

“Consequently, if there is compelling, reliable and reasonably precise evidence that the current MRP has changed substantively then the regulatory MRP should be adjusted. The problem is in obtaining reliable and precise evidence on the magnitude of any change and ensuring it is substantive enough to overcome the imperative for stability in the parameters used in the regulatory process.”

63. In the above quote, McKenzie and Partington clearly express a view that there exists a form of ‘null hypothesis’ which is that \( E[MRP]=6\% \) (‘the regulatory MRP’). McKenzie and Partington are working on the assumption that the AER’s task is not to arrive at the best (most accurate) estimate of \( E[R_m] \) and \( E[MRP] \) but, rather, to retain a 6% estimate of \( E[MRP] \) unless there is sufficient evidence to definitively reject this estimate as being wrong. McKenzie and Partington do not specify the level of confidence at which they would reject the null hypothesis that \( E[R_m] = 6\% \) is correct. Standard practice amongst statisticians is to reject a null hypothesis when the evidence suggests that there is a less than 5% chance that the null hypothesis is true. For example, the best estimate of \( E[MRP] \) might be 8% but one might still not be able to reject a value of 6% with 95% confidence.

64. In our view this finding would be irrelevant, the AER should adopt the best estimate of \( E[MRP] \) – even if the evidence for that estimate is not so strong as to rule out 6% as ‘possibly’ being right.

65. McKenzie and Partington justify adopting their proposed bias towards not changing the ‘regulatory MRP’ on the grounds that there is an “…imperative for stability in the parameters used in the regulatory process”.

66. In our view the logic employed by McKenzie and Partington is deeply flawed (and is similar to the AER practice documented in the CEG companion report report)

34 McKenzie M. and Partington G., Review of the AER’s overall approach to the risk free rate and market risk premium, p. 19.

35 See section 6 of the CEG companion report.

36 See section 2 of the CEG companion report.
results from the fact that, with a fixed $E[\text{MRP}]$, the AER’s estimate of $E[R_m]$ and regulatory allowances move one-for-one with 10 year CGS yields. If the AER had adopted the best estimate of $E[\text{MRP}]$ then, consistent with the work of SFG\textsuperscript{37} and the analysis in the accompanying CEG Report,\textsuperscript{38} the AER’s estimate of $E[R_m]$ would have been much more stable than it has been.

67. As shown in the accompanying CEG Report,\textsuperscript{39} the volatility in the AER’s estimate of $E[R_m]$ has been extreme since 2008, leading to very different cost of equity allowances for businesses performing essentially the same functions that simply had averaging periods that happened to be a few months apart – when CGS yields were materially different. The resulting difference in the estimated cost of equity is then “locked in” by the AER for the next five years.

68. This means that two firms can have substantially different cost of equity allowances even though their regulatory periods, and the financial market conditions therein, are substantially the same. For example, Envestra and APA both operate gas pipeline businesses in Queensland. Their regulatory periods overlap for four out of their five years. Envestra’s averaging period will end in June 2016 while the Roma to Brisbane Pipeline’s (RBP) averaging period will end in June 2017.

69. Yet, RBP’s real (inflation adjusted) allowance for the cost of equity was just 5.07% per annum.\textsuperscript{40} This is 255 basis points lower than the Envestra real allowance for the cost of equity (7.62%) solely due to the higher CGS yields in Envestra’s averaging period. Put another way, Envestra’s allowance was one and a half times RBP’s allowance; even though four out of the five years to which the allowance applies are the same.

70. These regulatory decisions are symptomatic of the more general volatility in prices for customers and substantially different investment incentives between businesses over 5 year periods – just because the averaging periods for the businesses happen to be a few months apart. The accompanying CEG Report\textsuperscript{41} describes this outcome as a roulette wheel approach to regulation.

71. To the extent that there is an imperative for stability in the parameters used in the regulatory process then that imperative should relate to the estimate of $E[R_m]$ itself, and not for its component $E[\text{MRP}]$. Adopting an invariant estimate of the real

---

\textsuperscript{37} See table 4 of SFG, Dividend discount model estimates of the cost of equity, prepared for the Energy Networks Association by SFG Consulting, June 2013.

\textsuperscript{38} See section 3 of the CEG companion report.

\textsuperscript{39} See section 2 of the CEG companion report.

\textsuperscript{40} This is calculated as the nominal cost of equity of 7.75% deflated by the RBP decision estimated inflation rate of 2.55% using the Fisher equation. See section 3 of the CEG companion report.

\textsuperscript{41} See section 3 of the CEG companion report.
value of $E[R_m]$ (or, at least, an estimate that is less sensitive to variability in CGS yields) would address this roulette wheel problem.

72. In addition, as section 5 above notes, if one does not believe that variations in $E[R_m]$ and $E[MRP]$ can be reliably estimated, then the best estimate of $E[R_m]$ is the historical average realised $R_m$.

73. The same literature that might appear to reject the predictability of $E[MRP]$ would also likely reject the predictability of $E[R_m]$. Yet the AER, in adopting a fixed value for $E[MRP]$ is, in effect, predicting $E[R_m]$ to be a fixed 6% above CGS yields. There is no basis in the published literature to justify doing so.

74. By way of further illustration, consider the following quote from McKenzie and Partington:

> “The difficulty is that there is no reliable way to estimate what the variation in the MRP is at a specific point in time. Hence the recommendation in our prior reports on the market risk premium that, with respect to historic data, the objective should be to estimate the unconditional mean MRP, but that this should be supplemented by triangulation and reasonableness checks using alternative approaches in determining the current MRP to be used in regulatory decisions”

75. If one accepts the premise of this statement then one could equally accurately replace each mention of MRP (which has the same meaning as $E[MRP]$) with “$E[R_m]$”. If one is relying on the literature that says $E[MRP]$ and $E[R_m]$ are not sufficiently predictable to justify adopting an invariant estimate there is simply no basis to make that invariant estimate $E[MRP]$ and not $E[R_m]$.

76. Similarly, on page 5 of their report, McKenzie and Partington state:

> “Given that the predictability of returns is a much contested area, it is premature to adopt predictive regressions as a basis for adjusting the MRP. However, it is worthy of a watching brief.”

77. Based on McKenzie and Partington’s interpretation of the literature, precisely the same statement would be true if “MRP” was replaced with $E[R_m]$.

78. Moreover, once it is recognised that there is time varying estimation error associated with the proxy for the CAPM zero beta asset, it can be better to avoid using that estimate as a component of your estimate of $E[R_m]$. Put simply, if historical average realised returns are going to be used to estimate $E[R_m]$, then $E[R_m]$ can be estimated as the historical average realised return.

---

79. By contrast, attempting to estimate $E[R_m]$ based on the AER’s methodology for estimating $E[R_m]$ involves the following steps:

$$E[R_m] = R_{\beta=0} + E[R_m] - R_{\beta=0}$$  \hspace{1cm} \textit{Equation 5}

$$E[R_m] = R_{\beta=0} + (\text{Historical average } R_m - \text{Historical } R_{\beta=0})$$  \hspace{1cm} \textit{Equation 6}

$$E[R_m] = \text{Prevailing CGS} + (\text{Historical average } R_m - \text{Historical average CGS})$$  \hspace{1cm} \textit{Equation 7}

Equation (5) is definitionally true. Equation (6) involves a step by the AER where it effectively assumes the historical average realised MRP is the best estimate of the current $E[MRP]$. Equation (7) is where the AER operationalises equation (6) using CGS as the proxy for the prevailing required return on zero beta assets ($R_{\beta=0}$).

80. Section 5 sets out our recommendation\textsuperscript{43} that an unbiased estimate of the unconditional $E[R_m]$ can be obtained if the AER stops at equation (5) and simply estimates $E[R_m]$ as the historical average realised real $R_m$. Taking the additional steps to get to equation (7) requires not only the assumption that $E[MRP]$ is constant, but also the use of an imperfect proxy for the $R_{\beta=0}$; namely CGS yields.

81. As noted in paragraphs 52 and 53 above, it is well accepted that CGS are not themselves zero beta assets. The prices of CGS are volatile and changes in the price of CGS are not, in general, independent of changes in the price of all other assets. Their beta risk varies through time – it was materially positive in the 1970s and 1980s, has fallen since then and is currently strongly negative (around -0.3); consistent with Government bond markets since the GFC being affected by strong ‘flight to quality’ dynamics. This is explained in more detail in the accompanying CEG Report.\textsuperscript{44} The implication is that there is estimation error in both the estimate of the prevailing $R_{\beta=0}$ and the historical average $R_{\beta=0}$. This estimation error cannot be expected to simply cancel out because the beta of CGS is time varying (depends on financial market conditions).

82. This estimation error can be potentially very significant. Current estimates of the beta for CGS are around -0.3. The historical average beta for CGS is around +0.1 and if the realised MRP relative to the true zero beta rate is around 6.7%\textsuperscript{45} then the

\textsuperscript{43} In a scenario where one accepts the conclusion that time variation in $E[R_m]$ and $E[MRP]$ cannot be predicted.

\textsuperscript{44} See section 5 of the CEG companion report.

\textsuperscript{45} If the historical average realised MRP relative to CGS is 6.0% but CGS has an average beta of 0.1 then the true MRP=6.7% ($6%/1.0-0.1$)}
combined estimation error in applying equation (7) is around 2.7%. Correcting for this mismatch bias would bring the AER estimate into line with historical average realised $R_m$ and DGM $R_m$. This mismatch error is similar in construction to the error found by the Australian Competition Tribunal in its 2003 GasNet decision.

Similarly, as discussed in the accompanying CEG Report, the IMF has concluded that yields on low risk assets are currently depressed below normal levels by a lack of supply (following developed country credit rating downgrades and the post GFC evaporation of AAA rated commercial assets) and a heightened demand due to changes in financial sector regulation. Such factors have the potential to create precisely the same mismatch between the prevailing proxy for $R_{\beta=0}$ and the historical average proxy for $R_{\beta=0}$ in equation (7). Equivalently, the RBA has

---

46 The average CGS beta is around +0.1 through history up to the GFC (using yearly data) and the current beta is around -0.3 (using monthly data since the GFC). This suggests a 0.4*{True MRP} mismatch bias. If {True MRP}=6.7% then this amounts to 2.7% underestimate of $E[R_m]$. 

47 In that decision, (available at http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth/ACompT/2003/6.html ), the Tribunal found that the ACCC had erred by using a 5 year CGS yield as the proxy for the prevailing risk free rate and the 10 year CGS yield through history as the basis of the proxy for then prevailing risk free rate when estimating the historical average realised market excess return relative to CGS. Clearly a 5 year CGS bond is not the same as a 10 year CGS bond and using different bonds creates a potential for mismatch. Somewhat more subtly, but equally importantly, a 10 year CGS bond today is not the same (does not have the same risk characteristics) as a 10 year CGS bond at other times through history.

48 The ACCC erred in concluding that it was open to it to apply the CAPM in other than the conventional way to produce an outcome which it believed better achieved the objectives of s 8.1. In truth and reality, the use of different values for a risk free rate in the working out of a Rate of Return by the CAPM formula is neither true to the formula nor a conventional use of the CAPM. It is the use of another model based on the CAPM with adjustments made on a pragmatic basis to achieve an outcome which reflects an attempt to modify the model to one which operates by reference to the regulatory period of five years. The CAPM is not a model which is intended to operate in this way. The timescales are dictated by the relevant underlying facts in each case and for present purposes those include the life of the assets and the term of the investment.

49 That is, if there are particular factors that are relevant on average to the historical level of CGS and its quality as a proxy for $E[R_{\beta=0}]$ but these are not relevant under the current market circumstances then a mismatch exists.
explained the current fall in CGS yields in terms of factors (such as heightened demand from foreigner investors, and foreign government credit downgrades) that have the potential to create the same mismatch. For example, in the last 10 years foreign holdings of CGS have doubled (from around 35% to 70% of the supply). This is consistent with advice by the RBA to the AER that falls in CGS yields have been associated with heightened demand from foreigner investors. This involves a fundamental change in the structure of the holdings of CGS relative to just 10 years ago – let alone 50 or 100 years ago. It is not a safe assumption that the required return on CGS over the last 50 to 100 years can be assumed to be driven by the same assessments of risk driving today’s CGS yields.

84. An additional problem with the way McKenzie and Partington approach the task at hand is that they appear to be seeking a single rule (or ‘predictive regression’) for determining variations in E[R_m]. Such a rule would allow the AER to mechanically input ‘regressors’ (e.g., dividend yields, corporate credit spreads, implied volatility, interest rates etc.) into the estimated regression equation and a ‘conditional’ E[MRP] would be obtained from the regression.

85. A single simple rule may or may not exist that is capable of predicting E[R_m] in most circumstances (such that it would be found to have predictive power using the tests referred to in section 4 above). However, even if it was the case that such a rule did not exist, it would not mean that the AER’s estimate of E[MRP] reflect information specific to current market conditions.

86. Consider a scenario where:

- a major bank/Government announces that it is going to default on its loans from creditors (or there is heightened speculation that this is going to occur);
- equity markets lose 25% in value on the news;
- government bond yields drop 2.5% on the news; and
- there is supporting evidence of heightened risk premiums in the form of:
  - statements from experts to the effect that this is the case; and
  - increases in measured spreads between government bonds and other assets, including low risk assets whose expected cash-flows are not affected by the announced default.

---


51 See section 7.1 of the CEG companion report.

52 It is important to be clear that this is not suggesting that there is a better proxy available for the CAPM zero beta asset than CGS. It is simply pointing out that the characteristics/quality of that proxy cannot be assumed to be the same today as they have been through history.
87. In that scenario, we believe, that there is a strong case not to pass on the 2.5% lower government bond yields in a 2.5% lower estimate of the $E[R_m]$. We would submit that, in this scenario, it would be more appropriate to either keep the estimate of $E[R_m]$ unchanged or increase it.

88. Further, this advice is not dependent on there being historical evidence that, on average through history, there is a reliable inverse relationship between government bond yields and $E[MRP]$. Even if it is categorically proven that this is not the case on average, our advice would still be that in this specific scenario it is the case. Moreover, we would expect that this would be the advice of the great majority of, if not all, experts – including McKenzie and Partington.

89. This illustrates an error that the accompanying CEG Report describes the AER as committing. Relying on the work of McKenzie and Partington, the AER concludes that there is not a strong consensus that $E[MRP]$ and long term government bond yields are, on average through history, negatively correlated (although McKenzie and Partington do concede that “the weight of evidence may somewhat favour a non–positive relation”). However, the AER relies on this advice to conclude that there is no case for currently concluding that the historically low CGS yields are associated with a heightened $E[MRP]$ measured relative to CGS yields. The lack of a relationship on average through history is not the same as a lack of a relationship in the circumstances at hand.

90. A specific case study of precisely this point is provided by the Roma to Brisbane Pipeline (RBP) averaging period which actually resembled the hypothetical scenario described above. Detailed analysis of this period is provided in the accompanying CEG Report. However, the pertinent facts are that CGS yields during that period fell to their lowest levels since Federation, mainly on the back of growing concern about the credit-worthiness of European Governments and banks. CGS yields fell by 2.5% in a little over a year (see Figure 1 below) and the RBA attributed this fall to heightened risk aversion. Contemporaneously, spreads between CGS yields and state government debt and swap rates spiked to levels not seen since the worst of the GFC in early 2009. At the same time, a consistent application of a simple DGM model over time showed a similar spike in the estimated $E[R_m]$ to levels not seen since the worst of the GFC. Nonetheless, the AER passed 100% of the 2.5% of the fall in CGS yields into its estimate of a lower $E[R_m]$.

---

53 See section 8 of the CEG companion report.


55 See section 6 of the CEG companion report.

56 See section 3 of the CEG companion report.
Figure 1: Risk free rate decisions for regulated energy businesses

Source: Regulator’s decisions, CEG analysis. Note that 2009 decision for Energy Australia et al is before amendment by the ACT.
7 Best estimate of $E[R_m]$

91. Based on the analysis of the literature variation in $E[R_m]$ is predictable and the best method for estimating this variation is the DGM model. In terms of current estimates of $E[R_m]$, these are around 12%. As noted in Section 4 of the CEG companion report:

- SFG has applied a data intensive DGM analysis to arrive at an estimate of $E[R_m]$ in the second half of 2012 was 11.0%. This is the discount rate used by investors to discount future cash dividends. This does not include any assumed value to investors from imputation credits. If this was scaled up to include the value of imputation credits implicit in regulatory precedent SFG estimate that it would be 12.2%.

- Over the same period, the simple AMP DGM method as described in the previous section, gives an estimate of 11.8% including the value of imputation credits (12.1% in the RBP averaging period);

- Associate Professor Lally has also arrived at a range for the DGM cost of equity. He estimates a range of 9.2% to 11.7% (for December 2012 when the 10 year CGS yield was 3.26%). There are a number of problems with Lally’s calculations. Fixing only some of these raises the range to 10.7% to 13.2%.

92. By contrast, the AER’s method arrives at an estimate for $E[R_m]$ over the second half of 2012 of just 9.1% (8.95% in the RBP averaging period). This is around 3.0% lower than the first two DGM estimates – slightly more than the fall in CGS yields over the year leading up to the second half of 2012. It is 1.4% lower than the midpoint of Lally’s unadjusted range (2.9% lower than the mid-point of the adjusted range).

93. In other words, DGM models would not have supported a reduction in $E[R_m]$ of 2.5% in the year leading up to the second half of 2012. By contrast, the AER’s approach of assuming a fixed $E[MRP]$ did precisely this. For the reasons already outlined we consider that this provides strong evidence in support of the superiority of the DGM method over the AER’s method.

94. We also consider the question of the best estimate of the unconditional $E[R_m]$ in circumstances where one believes that variation in $E[R_m]$ cannot be predicted. The best estimate is the historical average realised return on the market.

---


58 See table 2 of Appendix 2 of SFG, *Dividend discount model estimates of the cost of equity* prepared for the Energy Networks Association by SFG Consulting, June 2013. For a gamma of 0.25 an 11.0% return exclusive of imputation credits rises to 12.2% inclusive of imputation credits.
95. According to NERA’s update\(^{59}\) to the Brailsford et. al.\(^{60}\) data the average real realised \(R_m\) for the Australian market, inclusive of the value of imputation credits, from 1883 to 2011 is 8.84%. Adding currently expected inflation of around 2.50% to the historical average realised real \(R_m\) provides an estimate of the current real \(E[R_m]\) of 11.56%.

96. The DGM estimates and the historical average \(R_m\) figures are similar. Both the SFG’s DGM estimates and the companion CEG Report’s application of the DGM model tend to give stable estimates of \(E[R_m]\) over time that are consistent with the historical average \(R_m\). This can be seen in Table 4 of the SFG DGM report\(^{61}\) (where \(E[R_m]\) does not deviate far from its average of 10.6% (11.8% including imputation credits) and in Figure 2 below (taken from the CEG companion Report) which shows that the AMP method gives very stable estimates of \(E[R_m]\) of a little over 8% in real terms (11.5% in nominal terms and including imputation credits).

\(^{59}\) NERA, *The market, size and value premiums*, 2013.


Figure 2: AMP method estimate of real $E[R_m]$ and $E[MRP]$ relative to 10 year indexed CGS yields

Source: RBA and CEG analysis.
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